Structural and chemical basis for enhanced affinity to a series of mycobacterial thymidine monophosphate kinase inhibitors: fragment-based QSAR and QM/MM docking studies.
Tuberculosis (TB) still remains one of the most deadly infectious diseases. Mycobacterium tuberculosis thymidine monophosphate kinase (TMPKmt) has emerged as an attractive molecular target for the design of a novel class of anti-TB agents since blocking it will affect the pathways involved in DNA replication. Aiming at shedding some light on structural and chemical features that are important for the affinity of thymidine derivatives to TMPKmt, we have employed a special fragment-based method to develop robust quantitative structure-activity relationship models for a large and chemically diverse series of thymidine-based analogues. Significant statistical parameters (r2= 0.94, q2= 0.76, r2pred= 0.89) were obtained, indicating the reliability of the hologram QSAR model in predicting the biological activity of untested compounds. The 2D model was then used to predict the potency of an external test set, and the predicted values obtained from the HQSAR model were in good agreement with the experimental results. We have accordingly designed novel TMPKmt inhibitors by utilizing the fragments proposed by HQSAR analysis and predicted with good activity in the developed models. The new designed compounds also presented drug-like characteristics based on Lipinski's rule of 5. The generated molecular recognition patterns gathered from the HQSAR analysis combined with quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) docking studies, provided important insights into the chemical and structural basis involved in the molecular recognition process of this series of thymidine analogues and should be useful for the design of new potent anti-TB agents.